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normalizing metadata, especially names; Z
massive metadata correction; Z
assigning orciDs; Z
metadata import (xml, riS, crossref, metadata  Z
replication).
text mining to retrieve funding information; Z
assigning Scopus and woS iDs; Z
assigning ranking information to journal articles (ac- Z
cording to the national research evaluation system).
criS-like features (authors, projects); Z
altmetric integration (leaderboard); Z
exporting custom metadata selections (as bibteX  Z
and riS).
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BAckgrouNd
The adoption of the national Open Science policy encouraged the development of institutional repositories in Serbia. However, affordable 
IT staff with appropriate expertise is difficult to find and institutions do not have resources to set up, host and maintain repositories. 
to mitigate this, the university of belgrade computer centre (rcub) undertook to develop an interoperable, sustainable and 
affordable software and organizational model suitable for Serbian research organizations.
SoLutioN
customized software platform based on DSpace: a separate instance for each organization; hosted, maintained  Z
and further developed centrally by rcub;
a set of tools developed to improve DSpace functionalities; Z
standardized workflows and quality control; Z
integration of repositories in international infrastructures;  Z
flexible technical support and training for repository managers and users. Z
improved visibility of Serbian research outputs (harvesting by openaire, baSe, core,  Z
worldcat, unpaywall and google Scholar);    
75% of full-text content in repositories, on average; Z
90–100% of deposits in humanities are oa; Z
growing awareness of repositories as research infrastructure. Z
and growing...
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